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Demand for mobile data is
growing fast …

Sources: Cisco, Ericsson,
FCC, GSMA
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… Commercial mobile operators are
not the only source of new demand …
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use may be offset by new
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 Public safety / PPDR
– Need to replace current systems
with high-bandwidth ones

Source: WIK

– Wants dedicated sub-1GHz
spectrum and access to LTE
networks
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… And band plans for prime
spectrum are already congested
 Very wide range of
active users across
prime frequencies
 There is no
‘unallocated’ spectrum
 ‘Unassigned’ spectrum
is limited
 Focus on scope for
reallocating underused
bands to high value
uses
US band plan
300MHz-3GHz
(European plan is
similarly busy)
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Many ways to ease spectrum
crunch…
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.. But some measures will have
greater impact than others
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.. And some measures are more
attractive than others
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Operators are also fussy about
the frequencies they want …
 Existing mobile technologies require specific band plans
– Usually paired spectrum – an uplink band and downlink band with a fixed
separation
– Fixed frequencies (no room to expand the band)

 A new frequency band is only viable if:
– Manufacturers will develop handsets and network equipment
– It will be adopted in a critical mass of countries and by a critical mass of operators

 Only a few markets (e.g. USA, China, Europe) are large enough to support
the required economies of scale in equipment
 Expectations of handset availability (e.g. the iPhone) may ultimately matter
more than underlying technical properties of the spectrum
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… And band proliferation may
become a problem
 How many bands can handsets support without technology change?
 Is current trend towards all operators having a little of everything sensible?
 Could more be done to match up international band plans, given growing overlap in
spectrum allocations?
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Challenges in Europe and North
America
 Both USA and Europe have struggled to make new
spectrum available below 1GHz:
 USA was quick to market
but its 700 MHz band plan
is fragmented and wasteful
of spectrum

 EU 800 MHz band plan is cleaner
but only 60MHz in size, with lowest
block vulnerable to interference
from television signals
Uplink
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Asian and Latin American countries, less restricted by legacy TV
allocations, are developing their own 90MHz band plan at 700MHz
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Current initiatives
 Policymakers may have to move more quickly than in past if they want to
avoid unpalatable outcomes, like mergers, higher prices & variable quality
 Important initiatives are in motion, but will they be effective?

2nd digital dividend

Spectrum inventories


EC, Member States, US (etc..)
initiatives to identify underused
spectrum



Generating big numbers (MHz),
but spectrum is fragmented



Q: Will this spectrum be useful
without technology change?

UK-led initiative to impose
opportunity cost prices on
military and other users



Q: Will the spectrum that military
or others free up be the right
spectrum for commercial
mobile?

EC has flagged possibility of 700
MHz band



FCC already focused on 600 MHz



Q: When and how much
spectrum will be available?

Incentive auctions

Incentive pricing






Clever auction design to
incentivise broadcasters to
surrender spectrum to mobile
operators



Q: Will the auction produce a
coherent band plan?
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Longer term…
Should we be planning for a more radical
transformation of spectrum use?
 Incremental approach of identifying and releasing new bands for mobile
broadband is probably unsustainable in long term
 New technology is coming but timetable uncertain and current band
structure may be barrier to deployment
 Two different views of the future (not necessarily conflicting):
– Major reorganisation of mobile bands to support more contiguity and
support efficient use of spread spectrum
– Cognitive radio to identify dynamically underused spectrum across
broad ranges of frequencies
 No clear path to either one of them
 A clearer vision could give boost to technology development but must be
flexible given long-term horizons
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